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  Drake Joy Deja King,2019-04-03 In the mean
streets of Philadelphia, everyone is not cut out
for living that cold, calculating thug life.
Drake, a man who believes he has the game all
figured out, has to learn the hard way, that no
matter how much money you're making, the takers
can get taken. Cindy, an ambitious hustler, pushes
her way through the ranks, wanting nothing less
than to control the lucrative drug trade in
Philly. But will her thirst to be the ultimate
boss cost Cindy her life? Prepare yourself for
this gripping street tale, in the gut wrenching
story of Drake.
  Ever After Drake Keary Taylor,2014 It was my
first day as a brand new high school teacher. But
I got dumped that morning. Via text. And then one
of my students hit on me. And the rest of the day
was a complete mess. The beautifully single Mr.
Drake McCain found me in my classroom, feeling
sorry for myself. And not sixty seconds later he
had me laughing and electricity racing through my
blood.My family is broken and complicated. I
literally don't know my biological father's name.
My mother is absent and my half-brother barely
knows who she is. But Drake? He's not complicated.
He's sweet and kind and insanely adorable, and
comes from a wonderful family. He is everything I
want.The chemistry between us? It's there in
spades. I keep telling myself that I should be
feeling really awful and depressed since I just
got dumped a few days ago. But I keep getting this
ridiculous smile on my face every time Drake is
around and it's kind of hard to keep telling
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myself that.I'm Kaylee Ray. I believe in fairy
tales and happily ever after's, and maybe the
search for Prince Charming is over.Cue reality
check.
  Drake Part 2 Joy Deja King,2022-09-14 Drake was
left for dead but he survived, unfortunately the
same couldn t be said for his fiancé and newborn
son. With the help of Cindy he has rebuilt his
life but the taste of revenge is still what he
craves. But will Drake s quest for retribution be
his ultimate downfall? Cindy continues to chase
the money and power that comes with running the
lucrative drug trade in Philadelphia. She believes
she has the game all figured out but with a
ruthless boss who is unwilling to relinquish his
control and a friend who might actually be the
enemy, Cindy s rise to the top might be cut short.
Will Cindy be able to maneuver through the madness
and dominate the streets or will she have to
accept defeat? Find out in the conclusion of
Drake.
  Fat Chance Phil Drake,2010-12-20 Two long-
feuding kingdoms Chubolia, a place where everyone
is fat and Thinsylvania, a country where everyone
is thinfi nd themselves in the throes of battle
when the prime minister of Thinsylvania, looking
for someone to marry his prince, kidnaps the
Chubolian princess. But Hamilton Fatz, the
charmingly romantic Chubolian captain of the
guard, and Big Jim McBiggins, a roguish mountain
man, are in love with her and vow to bring her
home. But fi rst they must cross the Belgies, an
intimidating mountain range that separates the two
countries. The two men begin an incredible
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adventure to rescue her and must overcome physical
and psychological obstacles along the way.
  Drake Brothers Series Casey Peeler,2019-11-19
The Drake Brothers - Four brothers with one common
thread. After losing their adopted parents in a
horrific accident, life changes and emotions are
cut off. Can these four brothers find true
love?Everett (Drake Brothers #1)Everett Drake left
the small town life and his three brothers behind
the day he was old enough to enlist. However, he
returned sooner than he had planned with a chip on
his shoulder. Taking a job with the local beer
distributor, he makes a living, but when a new bar
owner arrives in town, he knows exactly what he
wants-Stella. Jeremiah (Drake Brothers #2)Jeremiah
Drake is good with his hands and has taken on the
responsibility of Mayes' Body Shop. However, when
a bombshell beauty named Landry is put in charge
of the shop, Jeremiah is caught off guard by her
beauty, but more importantly how she is under the
hood. Colby (Drake Brothers #3)Colby Drake is Mr.
Fix It and likes to take things into his own
hands. Working in Aunt Tootie's shop, Dixie is
always taking matters into her own hands, and
Colby is determined to solve all her problems
regardless of whether she wants the help or not.
But she's no damsel in distress looking to be
saved. Beckett (Drake Brothers #4)Beckett Drake is
Mr. Responsible, but his life is different from
his brothers-his eyes, his skin, and his father.
His job is to put out fires, but the moment he
lays eyes on Dallas, he knows that is a fire he
never wants to extinguish. Dallas takes pride in
providing for her daughter and not letting a man
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help in any way. Beckett will stop at nothing to
protect these two, even if he has to lose himself
in the process. The Drake Brothers are clean and
small-town short stories that are easily read in
90 minutes or less. The Drake Brothers are all
different: military, modern, country, interracial,
firefighter, and a mechanic.
  Dream and Drake Princess Diamond,2017-01-30
Dream is a stranger to life in the streets. The
product of a loving, middle-class- two-parent
home, she knows nothing about going without the
basic necessities in life. Gifted with the finer
things, Dream's only concern is climbing the
career ladder and finding a good man. She knows
exactly who and what she wants and she refuses to
settle for less. When Dream meets Drake, she is
immediately swept off her feet and falls head over
heels for his charm and irresistible touch. The
moment Drake saw Dream; he secretly claimed her as
his woman. He made a vow to have her by all means
necessary. Drake's desire to have Dream as his own
has him willing to give up the street life and
settle down. However, it's not easy to walk away
when you're a Boss and others depend on you to
survive. Drake's brother Breeze is fresh out of
jail after doing a two year bid and he needs his
help. He has been marked as a weak link by the
members of the Chicago Cartel. Determined to show
himself worthy, Breeze accepts the challenges
required to earn their trust again. Ready and
willing to die for his seat at the round table,
Breeze refuses to let anything or anyone stand in
his way. How-ever, what he didn't prepare for was
meeting Bey, Dream's beautiful-bold and straight
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forward sister. She manages to get under his skin
with her, -no holds barred- attitude and slick
tongue. The two of them discover what makes them
complete opposites is the very thing that makes
their connection just right. Drake and Breeze are
on their way to having everything they ever wanted
from money to love. However, the road to success
is tainted. How will Drake and Breeze stand when
their enemies try to take everything from them?
How will Dream react when she discovers the shady
side of Drake's business? Can Breeze and Bey
overcome their differences to become the ultimate
pow-er couple? Find out in this gritty, drama-
filled, urban love story.
  Drake and Zion Storm Writer,2018-04-14 Drake and
Zion have been best friends from eating glue in
kindergarten, pulling capers together in their
teenage years, and to running an empire in their
adulthood. Their friendship is one of a kind. No
one can break the bond that they share, not even
Drake's numerous girlfriends, who can't seem to
hold their place in his life due to Zion always
being by his side, intimidating every girl that
claims to be his, meanwhile the women always felt
as if it was more to their story. Drake finds the
woman of his dreams. After one night, it changes
the course of Zion and Drake's friendship. Zion
starts to fall back, realizing that their
friendship is too much of a distraction, and she
truly wants him to settle down and be happy. But
when she finds out that the love of his life isn't
who she seems to be and that she has a hidden
agenda, Zion tries to warn him but realizes that
Drake was already in too deep as war wages between
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the two women in his life. Will their friendship
withstand the terror of their enemies, or will
they finally kiss their friendship goodbye?
  Fierce Justice Piper J. Drake,2019-02-26 Real
heroes aren't born, they're made K9 handler Arin
Siri doesn't like taking orders, and she works
best when it's just her and her dog King out in
the field. But when she discovers a wounded
soldier of fortune during a Search and Protect
mission, she has no choice but to get him to
safety. The last time she and the roguish, sexy
Jason Landon tangled, they were on opposite sides
of the conflict, but this time, he's claiming to
need her help. When Jason wakes up in a hospital
on Hawaii's Big Island, he's shocked to discover
Arin guarding him. She's the last person he
expected to see, but she's also the only person
who can help him bring down a kidnapping ring. As
they draw closer to danger-and to each other-they
must race against the clock to discover who the
kidnappers are working for, or risk becoming
collateral damage themselves.
  Like That Drake Masters,2020-09-29 Like That is
the first book from photographer and art director,
Drake Masters. A novel idea: Like That is a
collection of the author's experiences and
expressions told through Facebook statuses.
  Unleashed (Hardcover) J. L. Drake,2023-03-21 An
MC president lives a life of turmoil, violence,
and crime, but his world is turned upside down
when he falls for a sassy woman and their pasts
come back to haunt them both.
  Four Places Joel Drake Johnson,2009-04-24
Deceptively simple in its structure and unfolding
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in real time, this emotionally precise play
deploys its spare components to devastating and
darkly comic effect. A brother and sister have
gotten word from their elderly parents' caretaker
that they may be a danger to each other. The
brother joins his sister and mother on their
weekly lunch date, hoping that he and his sister
can get clearer picture of the situation. As the
mother confronts the indignities of age and the
children stare down a mounting list of losses and
disappointments, a harrowing and true-to-life
image of the family emerges. Ultimately, with
unwavering clarity and sensitivity, Joel Drake
Johnson explores the ways that familial love and
knowledge create both hurt and comfort. --Book
Jacket.
  Black History Leaders: Music: Beyonce, Drake,
Nikki Minaj and Prince Michael Frizell,2021-06
Prince, a prolific musician from Minneapolis,
started a musical revolution with the hits 1999,
Little Red Corvette, When Doves Cry, Purple Rain,
Batdance, and more, challenging even the King of
Pop, Michael Jackson, for chart supremacy during
the 1980s.She might not be a superhero, but
judging by all the things she's done, you'd be
hard-pressed not to think she is. She's amazing,
fierce, and always striving to be the best. All
the single ladies know that Beyoncé is one of the
world's hottest musicians, if not the hottest.
Explore the lives of those who made us stand up
and take notice.
  Unleashed J. L. Drake,2023-03-21 **This is a
dark, violent, gritty book and may contain
triggers for some. Intended for 18+**TriggerTess
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was under the Devil's watchwhile I suffered behind
bars with my demons?The ace in my pocket brings
power,and the temptation to flip overwhelms me.I'm
playing chicken with the reaper, and it's only
feeding his thirst.The smell of blood is a drug.
It fuels me. Consumes me.I am lost.TessThe Devil
stole me, but I refuse to belong to someone
else.I'm a fighter.I will do whatever it takes to
get back to my family.Treachery and betrayal
surround us.The only way out is to turn the
greatest lossinto the greatest victory.
  Drake Forever S. E. Lund,2018-05-28 Drake, Kate
and Sophie have returned to Manhattan to be closer
to Liam and to try to restart their old lives.
Drake and Kate's bond is tested like never before
with Lisa's ongoing murder trial and release of
salacious details about her past relationship with
Drake. The lies she tells mean that Drake is
facing the potential loss of his license to
practice medicine and the end of his career. Can
Drake and Kate's love withstand the test?
  Quiet Power J. L. Drake,2023-09-21 A mafia boss
is reunited with his first love, but their romance
jumpstarts a string of secrets and danger as they
navigate a world of refined violence and quiet
power.
  How to Write One Song Jeff Tweedy,2020-10-13
There are few creative acts more mysterious and
magical than writing a song. But what if the goal
wasn't so mysterious and was actually achievable
for anyone who wants to experience more magic and
creativity in their life? That's something that
anyone will be inspired to do after reading Jeff
Tweedy's How to Write One Song. Why one song?
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Because the difference between one song and many
songs isn't a cute semantic trick—it's an
important distinction that can simplify a
notoriously confusing art form. The idea of
becoming a capital-S songwriter can seem daunting,
but approached as a focused, self-contained event,
the mystery and fear subsides, and songwriting
becomes an exciting pursuit. And then there is the
energizing, nourishing creativity that can open
up. How to Write One Song brings readers into the
intimate process of writing one song—lyrics,
music, and putting it all together—and accesses
the deep sense of wonder that remains at the heart
of this curious, yet incredibly fulfilling,
artistic act. But it’s equally about the
importance of making creativity part of your life
every day, and of experiencing the hope,
inspiration, and joy available to anyone who’s
willing to get started.
  Romeo And Juliet Andrew Matthews,2012-01-05 Over
two million Shakespeare Shorts sold! Discover the
world of Shakespeare with this collection of
brilliant stories - perfect for readers of all
ages. When Romeo and Juliet meet at a masked ball
it's love at first sight. But their families are
sworn enemies, and the very next day a deadly
brawl breaks out between the Montagues and
Capulets. Young Romeo is caught up in the fighting
and as punishment is banished from the city - and
sent away from Juliet for ever... A beautiful
retelling of Shakespeare's most famous love story.
  Shakespeare Stories Andrew Matthews,2014 This
series offers an excellent introduction to
Shakespeare for younger readers. The tales have
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been retold using accessible language and each of
the eight plays is vividly brought to life for a
whole new audience.
  The Tempest Andrew Matthews,2012-01-05 Over two
million Shakespeare Shorts sold! Discover the
world of Shakespeare with this collection of
brilliant stories - perfect for readers of all
ages. Prospero, a sorcerer and the rightful Duke
of Milan, lives on an enchanted island with his
daughter, having been driven out of Italy many
years before. When his old enemies sail close by
the island, Prospero seeks his revenge and
conjures a storm to shipwreck them - but his games
do not end there... A fantastical retelling of one
of Shakespeare's most magical and mysterious
plays.
  Lonely Avenue Alex Halberstadt,2009-04-28 One of
the most original, influential, and commercially
successful American songwriters, Doc Pomus
(1927-1991) was a role model for several
generations of composers, renowned for his mastery
of virtually every popular style, and for the
numerous hits he wrote during rock ’n’ roll’s
first decade. But despite his successes, few knew
that this writer of jukebox hits led one of the
most dramatic lives of his time. Spanning the
extremes between extravagant wealth and desperate
poverty, suburban family life and the depths of
New York’s underworld, enduring love and
persistent loneliness, and touching on more than a
half-century of American popular music, Lonely
Avenue reveals with novelistic flair the whole of
Doc’s experience-one of the great untold American
stories.
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